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Nous construisons une famille infinie de groupes simples, saristorsion et de pkentation finie. Pour
chaque couple (1). r/t,) d’entiers pairs suffisamment grands, nous construisons un complexe carrk Y,,,,,
dont le revktement universe1est un produit T,, x T,,, d’arbres rkguliers. et dont le groupe fondamental
r r,.lll jouit des propriktk suivantes :
TH&N&ME

(I) Le group r,,,,,, e,stsimple, de prP.ser~tationjinie, isomorphe au produit lihre umalgaml F *G F
oti F. G Sonydes groupes librrs de type ,fini.
(2) Si r,,.,,, est isamorphe il rk,,, les c-omplexes assods 3;,, ,,) et y, ,I .sont isomorphes et
{n.m} = (k.1).
REMARQLES

( 1) L’CnoncC ( 1) rkpond j une question de P.M. Neumann ([IO] p. 5 et [71 problkme 4.45).
(2) Dans la dkcomposition r,,.,,, = F *G F, les deux injections de G dans F sont conjugukes par
un automorphisme de G, d’ordre fini dans O&(G).
(3) Toute dkomposition non triviale de I?,,.,,, en produit amalgam6 L *I< H provient de l’action de
I- !,.,,! sur T,, et r,,, et l’on a [L : K] = [H : K] = 71et 7~ respectivement.
(4) Le groupe L’,,,,,, est automatique (wir [6]).
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0. Introduction
We construct an infinite family of torsion free finitely presented simple groups. For every pair (n, m)
of sufficiently large even integers, we construct a finite square complex Y,,.,,, whose universal covering
is the product T,, x T,,, of regular trees of respective degrees 71 and 711and whose fundamental group
r I,. r,, enjoys the following properties:
THEOREM

is simple. jinitely presented und isomorphic to u free amalgam F *G F where
F. G ure ,finite& generuted ,free groups.
(2) !fr,,,,,, is isomorphic to rk,l, then the corresponding complexes 3;,,,,,, and yk,l are isomorphic,
and { 71.m} = {k. I}.
( 1) The

group

r,,.,,,

REMARKS.

( 1) Part ( 1) of the theorem answers a question of P.M. Neumann (see [lo]) p. 5. see also [7]
problem 4.45).
(2) The two embeddings of G into F, in the decomposition r,,.,,, = F *G F, are conjugate by an
automorphism of G. of finite order in Out(G).
(3)Any nontrivial decomposition of r,,,,, as a free amalgam L *lc H comes from the action of
r ,l.,r, on either T,, or T ,,,. and then [L : K] = [H : K] is II or ~1 respectively. The groups involved
are finitely generated free groups.
(4) It follows from [8] that l?,,,,,, is automatic.
These examples grew out of an ongoing study of the structure and classification of lattices in the
group of automorphisms of a product of trees (see [3] and [4]). In particular one has, for a certain
class of lattices. a geometric rigidity theorem from which Theorem (2) and Remark (3) follow.
M. Bhattacharjee, motivated by P.M. Neumann’s question, constructed in [l] a free amalgam L*KH
of finitely generated free groups having no finite index subgroup. From a more geometric viewpoint
D. Wise, [ 131, constructed a finite square complex covered by a product of two regular trees which
does not admit any nontrivial finite covering.
1. CONSTRUCTION.
- We first construct a square complex X,L,,,.,,,with one vertex. The complex Y,,,,,,
will be a finite covering of X,,,,,,. A square complex y on one vertex whose universal covering
is ‘T,, x T,,, is given by two sets A,B (n = /ill, 711= IBl) each endowed with a fixed point free
involution (denoted c + (.-l) and a subset R c A x B x B x A such that:
(i) When (a. 6. 6’. u’) E R. then (CL-‘> 6’. 6. CL/-~), (CL’-‘, 6’-‘. b-l, (J-I), ((I’, /,-I. 6-l. n) belong
to R, and all four 4-tuples are distinct.
(ii) Each of the four projections of R to a subproduct of the form A x B or B x A is bijective.
We shall write c~6Clb’a’ when (u, 6,6’. u’) E R.
The square complex y is constructed by taking a bouquet of 1Al/:! + lBl/2 loops whose set of

a’
oriented loops is il LI B and by constructing

one “geometric

square”

b’

b for every four
a

fxt
4-tuples as in (i). Note that the link of the vertex is a complete bipartite graph; hence its universal
covering is T,, x T,,,
This description gives a finite presentation
(4 U B I (~6 = ~‘cL’ whenever
n6Ob’a’)
for
II = r,(Y)
< AutTI x AntT2. The subgroup generated by il (resp. I?) is isomorphic to the
stabilizer of a vertex .I: in T,,, (resp. T,,). Labelling the edges E(z) of T,,, (resp. T,,), originating at
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.I’, by the elements of Z3 (resp. ‘4). an element a E A (resp. b’ E B) induces on E‘(J) the permutation
(T,, E St, (resp. rb6’ E S-4) defined by (~cr,,(b’)ub’n’ (resp. nbOb’-r,,~(c~)).
We will use the following square complexes on one vertex:
(i) For every pair of primes p. (1 = 1 mod 4, one constructs, using the Hamilton quaternions, an
irreducible torsion free lattice iIp,u < PGL(2, Q,) x PGL(2. Q,) acting freely transitively on the
vertices of the associated Bruhat-Tits building Tp+l x Tc,+,,l (see [8]). Let &I. (1) = :I,,,,\Y;,+r x T,+r
be the corresponding square complex.
(ii) Given a one vertex squarecomplex y detined by sets4, B and R as above, one constructs a new
one vertex squarecomplex y” 2 defined by ‘4:’ ’ = Ax A, B’.:12= I? x B and (b’. (I’)( (I,‘. 1.‘)0( II. (:)(!I. d)
whenever b’n’Oab and d’c’O~1.
(iii) For every even k:, I > 4, let C(k, I) be the one vertex square complex defined by A =
{(it : t E {*l}.
1 < i 5 k:/2}. B = (0: : 6 E {&l}.
1 5 j 5 1/2} and o~~b~+,O$c~:+~,c.c1 E {*l}.
1 5 i < k/2, 1 < ,j 5 112.
Given even 1) > 21X and ‘~1 > 350 let ly = A(13.17). ‘y = ‘J “. “4’ = C(X,:l.I.!,) and
‘Y = C(~J. IA), where 13 + 196 + !IZ~+ k:A = n and 1X + 323 + I:( + IA = ill,. Denote by “Z+!= {a:},
“B = {“s }, 1 < s 5 4, the corresponding sets of oriented loops. We construct a complex X,,,,,, by
mating the complexes “y, 1 5 s 5 3. We let Z4 = ~“~4, B = u”I? and add the following square
to the existing ones:
(1)for (a..j) not (1. 1) or (2.2) andevery ~.h E (kl}. I 5 1’ # s < 4, add the square“(1: ~‘$O~‘~I”‘U~;
(2) for every f.h E {*I}.
1 < 1’ # s < A, we add a square “u;‘/J~~~‘:(‘~/I~ ‘c/i. where
p,. : { 1,2,3,3} \ {r} - { 1,2.3.4} \ (7.) is a fixed cyclic permutation:
(3) for every 6.n E {I-tl}, 1 < r # s < 3, we add a square “(L~“~~O’~~~‘~(“)~I;, where
/).’ : {1,2,3,4} \ 1.9) - {1,2.3,3} \ {s} is a fixed cyclic permutation.
The geometric description
of X,, ,,,). - First join the four complexes “Y, identifying their vertices.
Then, for each pair (“a,, “6,). I’ # s, consisting of a “horizontal” and a “vertical” geometric loop
belonging to different complexes, construct a torus by gluing. This corresponds to applying rule (1)
above to all pairs (I:.,;). The resulting complex is covered by T,, x T,,,. Now consider the three torii
involving, say, the loop ‘ur and the loops ‘hI, ‘!I~, ‘bI. Perform a “surgery” by cutting the torii
along the loops “bl, “bl, ‘lo, and gluing them back according to a cyclic permutation. This operation
preserves the link of the vertex. Applying this procedure to each loop ‘~1,~versus the loops ‘bl, t # s,
and similarly to each loop ‘!I~ versus the loops fn2. t # s, we obtain X,,,,,,.
One verifies that the permutation group P(A) = ( (T, : II E ‘4) (resp. P( I?) = (rt, : h E B) ) act
2-transitively on 6’ (resp. 4 ). This uses: (i) For ‘3; the corresponding groups P(lA) and P(lg)
are 2-transitive. (ii) For ‘Y the corresponding groups P(‘A) and P(‘B) are transitive. (iii) For “Y,
‘Y the corresponding groups have exactly two orbits corresponding to the two orientations. (iv) For
‘Y. by choosing ~1.1,
(~2,br and 112so that ~rbrOhr(l,r and u2b20b2u2,
we guarantee that this complex
contains a square n; 6~Db~(of with i,.j. h: # 1 and a square u;~~,O/I~,U~, with ,‘.j’. X:’ # 2 (we
omitted the left superscript 1 to simplify notation).
The above choices (in particular of p = 13, (1= 17), imply that P(A) c A,,, and P(R) c il,,. The
classification of finite 2-transitive group actions (see [5]) implies that P(A) = A,,, and P(B) = A,,
except for a set (7b, m) E N2 of density zero. Result of A. Bochert [2], c:$ [12], asserts that a
2-transitive group of permutation of a set of $ elements containing an element whose set of fixed
point is of size > id + $fi must be either Ad or S,l. We may apply this result to deduce that
P(A) = A,, , by observing for example that the permutation cr~(,I fixes at least 711.
- 18 (> + + !j fi
as 711.> 35(I), and similarly verify that P(B) = A,,.
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Since x1 (‘Y) is irreducible, H1,
T,,, (r).
and Hz = U(illrL). The group Al
is
not residually finite (Corollary 2). Thus, by Theorem 4 and Remark 5, the intersection I?,,,,,, of
all subgroups of finite index in IY is of finite index in I? and satisfies l)r.-Zr,tT,,(I?,,,,,,) = U(A,,)+,
Pl’,\,,r -I-,,,(rn.m ) = ri(il,,,)+. It follows that I?,,,,,, is simple and that its actions on the trees T,, and
T,,, give two decompositions of r,,,,rl as in Theorem (1). The complex J’,,,,,, := r,,.,,,\T,,
x T,,, is
the unique maximal finite covering of X,,,,,,. There exists a halting Turing machine which, given
(T), w), computes y,, ,,,$
(2) Let 7 = (X, 1’) be a locally finite tree, H < Aut. 7, and for :I: E X, &(:I,) be the finite
permutation group on the sphere S(:r:. 1) of radius 1 induced by the stabilizer H(K) of :I:. We say
that H is locally primitive if H(J) is a primitive permutation group for all :I: E X. In particular, H
is transitive on the set of geometric edges of 7. For a totally disconnected group H, let H(“)aH
denote the intersection of all closed normal cocompact subgroups of H and QZ(H)
= UZ,(U),
where the union is over all open subgroups I/’ < H.
Let

r

=

TI (X,.,,,)

and

HI

=

~r=\,,~

T,, (r),

HZ

=

~)r,\,,~

H2 are non-discrete. Thus (by Lemma 3) H1 = U(A,,)

PROPOSITION

cocvmpact
hlls either

1. - Let H < Aut 7 be closed, locally primitive
rmd non-discrete.
Then H(“)
is
in H, thr group I)Z (H) acts ,freely on X and ,for any closed normal subgroup NQH, one
N > H(“j
or N c QZ(H).

Proof. - If NaH does not act freely on X, then 11; admits either an edge or a complete star as
a fundamental domain. If 1V acts freely, it is discrete and hence N C QZ(H).
If QZ(H)
were not
acting freely on X we could choose a finitely generated subgroup 11< C)Z(H)
with A\X finite, and
hence find li < H open commuting with A. This would imply that li is trivial and H is discrete. Thus
()Z( H) acts freely on S. Let .U( H) be the set of closed normal subgroups of H which do not act
freely on X; A’(H)
is ordered by inclusion and, by Zorn’s lemma, the set AI(H)
of minimal elements
of hr(H)
is nonempty. Observe that ,V( H) is precisely the set of normal cocompact subgroups of
H. For fU E M(H)
and N E dV’(H) with M @ N, [N%nf] c N n M is discrete; for A C N
finitely generated with n\.Y finite, there exists Zi < M open with [U. A] = t’ and hence U = {e}
contradicting the non-discretenessof M. Thus M(H) = { Hc”)}.
Q.E.D.
NOTATION.

-

COROLLARY

lorvdly

[

for r‘ < nut, 7, x Aut 7*, set A, := r n (Aut, II x cd),n, := r n (c, x AutjI1).
2. ~ Let I’ < llut

primitive

f’ x H;“‘.A,

7I x Ant I1 be a cocompact

and non-discrete.
1

. In particuklr-

Jf r’

if AlA.,

is commensurable

lattice

such that H,

to I‘, then T’ contains

# r’, then I’ is not residually

[

:=

H,(%’

pr,(I’)
x

(a. A1

is

1
.

jnitr.

Proof: - For 1’“ar of finite index and A’; := r” II (HI x e), the subgroups Al and 111are discrete
and normal in HI. The kernel of the associatedaction of HI on the finite group Al/n, contains H, (==I .

If 11, # (x. then H,(”
[

x v. 11,

1

# v. since H,(%)

1scocompact in Aut, ‘& (Proposition 1). Q.E.D.

Example. - An alternative description of the complex ‘JJ = A(p. (1).‘* is as follows: For r’ = p3 q,
let D, = (-Y,.. I’;.) denote the graph whose set of vertices X,. is the set of vertices of T,.+l x T,.+l and
whose set of edges J;. is the set of pairs of opposite vertices of squaresin T,.+l x T,.+l. Let D:, DO,
be the two connected components of D,.. Let rl < :I,,,,] x A,,,,1 be the stabilizer of D,t x Z?T. Then
‘Y = r,\DT x V(;. Observe that “y admits an involution n. Its fundamental group I” = rl(‘Y)
is an extension of 1’1 by 7rl (D,:) x 7rl(D,f) (a product of countably generated free groups) and is
normalized by any lift iT E Aut Tc,,+lJ, x Aut, T~,+,)~. One verifies that I? := (I’, .5) together with
r’ satisfy the assumptionsof corollary 2 and are therefore not residually finite.
3. Let F < S’,, be a transitive permutation group, T,f = (X. 1’) the d-regular tree, E(J) c Y the
set of edges with origin .I: E S and /. : Y + { 1.2.. . . d} a legal coloring, namely a map which
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assigns the same color to the two orientations of every edge and whose restrictions to the sets E(J)
are bijective. Then the group I’(F)
= {,y E Ant T,, : I 1,., ,i, ,</l,y,t, , E F. V’:r, E S} < Aut, Tel is well
defined up to conjugation and applying of Theorem 4.5 [ 1l] one shows that U(F)+
is simple. If
H < Aut T,, is vertex transitive and H(X) is permutation isomorphic to F. then we have H < U(F)
for a suitable legal coloring. Recall that H < Aut Tc, is locally x-transitive
if for all .I’ t X and
I) > 1, H(x) acts transitively on the sphere S(.r. 1)) centered at .I’ and with radius a. If moreover
II is vertex transitive. then H is said to be x-transitive.
In this terminology we observe that U(F)
is x-transitive
iff F < S,, is 2-transitive.
Lmmm 3. - Let rl > 6 nrld H < Ant, T,, he CI closed, rml-discrete,
thut Fl(.r)ZA,,
in its usutd cation. Then H = 17(.-l,,).
Proof: - Let H,, (I)
for every 71 > 1.

\vrte.r tnmsiti\,e .suh,group such

= { h E H( .r) : I/, ,,,,, ,,) = I’ll} and c(Y/) := IS(.I,.~J,)~. We have to show that

H,,(.,,j/H,,+,(:,,)“A:;‘“l

(*).

NOTAIWN.
- For ,z l S’(.r,.rr). let p(s) E S(.r. II - 1) be the vertex adjacent to 2. Let H,,.(z) :=
(H(z) n H(p(,z))/H,(n).
For !/ E S(J.~), set .s,,(.I.,;~) := {z E S(.r,.~0 : c~(.z..I.)= rl(r:.!/) + l} and
a( r/,) := Is,, (.r. y)I.
(a) If IJ,, (.r,) = H,,,,(J)
for some I/, > 1. then IT,, (I) = 0. Thus for every II > I there exists
; E S(J. II) such that the image of H,,(x) in H,.(z)E.~,~-~ is non-trivial, subnormal and hence equal
to II, (2). Thus we deduce that H is w-transitive.
(b) Using the x-transitivity
of H. one shows that if {II,} is a block decomposition for the H(X)
action on S’(:r~.~/r)(r/, > I), with l/I, fl s,,(:I..;(/)~ 5 1 for all / and I// g S(:r,. I), then IB,I = 1. (c) Let
.:. J/ E S(I. l), 2 # !I; using the fact that H is vertex transitive, locally primitive and non-discrete,
one shows that HI(x) n H,(j)) 6 HI(z). This implies that H~(.I:)/H~(.,.)~~~~;(~:. (d) Assertion (*)
is now established by induction on 71. Let 71> 2. For r/ E S(.I,. l), H,,(.r)aH,,-I(!/).
and by the
induction hypothesis, the image of U,,-,(;l/) in fl,,,,,,,,.,,,
H, (2) is .+!:;c’,‘: hence so is the image of
U,,(X). Finally, the image of H,,(J) in n,,,,s, ,,,,) nl,, ,( ,,,,!,) H,,(z) is isomorphic to a product of

subdiagonalsin --2:,‘yj and hence induces a block decomposition of S(:I*. 1)) as in (b). Q.E.D
il. We need the following analogue of Margulis’ normal subgroup theorem:

5. - It follows that. if moreover r is not residually finite. then the intersection rCX’ of all
finite index normal subgroups of r is simple, of finite index in r and pr.,(r(%)) = HI%).
For a closed subgroup H < :Illt, 7, the following are equivalent: H is locally x-transitive; H is
noncompact and transitive on the boundary 7(x):
H is 2-transitive on I(x).
This implies using
Proposition 1. that H’“) is ‘-transitive on I(x)
and topologically simple. Moreover for < E 7(x).
H(t) is a maximal subgroup of H. We sketch a proof of Theorem 4. For r’ := T n (H,‘“) x Hi”‘).
WC have pr, (I”) = H,’ x). Thus w’e may assumeH, = Hj” I. For (’ # NaI’, we have IX,(X)
= H;,
and since (II!. H,(J)) is a Gelfand pair, the quotient r/X has property (T) (.Tee[9], Theorem IV 3.9).
Thus either r/N is amenable and therefore finite. or r/i\r is not amenable and (see 191,IV 4.7) there
exists an infinite r-invariant subalgebraB in the algebra .2/1(71(X) x 72(~)) of measurablesets. such
that r/B = t3 for every II t !Y and I? E B. Identifying 11( XI) x ‘I?(X) with HI/PI x Hz/l’?, where
P, = H,(L). E, E ‘T,(x). we have (in the notation of [9] IV section 2) the following possibilities
for B: J4(H1/P, x Iiz/Ixr), .M(H,/I’,
x Hz/P,. H,). i = 1.2. The proof of this statement follows
verbatim the argument of Margulis’ factor theorem (see [9] Theorem IV 2. I 1). The only point which
REMARK
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needs to be verified is that if ~1E HI x Hz generates an unbounded subgroup A = (!q), then A acts
ergodically on f\Hl
x HT. This follows from the following analogue of Howe-Moore’s theorem:
PROPOSITION
5. - Lrt G < hut, I
unitary representation
of’ G with
T owlish ut i$itzit!..

be (I closed, ioc~dl~ x-tmnsitivr
.suhgroup and (r. 3-t) a continuous
r7oti,7t’ro
CJcm)-invwimt
rwtors.
Then all matrix c~o@icients

710
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Returning to the sketch of the proof of theorem 4, we conclude that N acts trivially on HI x Hz/t)
where () E {PI x I:. I’, x H2. HI x Pz} and thus N c nl,CH,X~i2f!()hP’; as both HI, Hz are
topologically simple. the latter group is ( x 0. HI x c or o x Hz. If for example N c HI x C, then
prl(:V)aprl(l?)
= 1!1, and hence 11: = f’. QED.
Rcscarch partially supported by Fonda National Suisse de la Recherche Scientitique, Israel Academy of
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